


RIYA TOTE
SKU NO : VM0022397_4

Description:
A classic tote in saffiano, regular size tote with 
zip closure,inner zip pocket and multi use pockets.

Tan Pale Yellow Silver Baby Pink Scarlet Red Black



CARRIE SLING

SKU NO. VM0072402_4

To handle sling bag with flap closure 
with lock. Removable shoulder strap, 
this is a perfect bag for high street look.

CARRIE SLING

SKU NO. VM0052400_4

A classic D’bag with front pocket detail.
Bag is super classic and perfect for a dressy look.

CARRIE SLING

SKU NO. VM0012396_4

A classic tote bag in grainy faux leather,
minimalist bag with panelling.This tote 
is perfect for a day out.

DAISY TOTE

SKU NO. VM0022397_4

A classic tote in saffiano, regular size tote with 
zip closure,inner zip pocket and multi use pockets.

RIYA TOTE

SKU NO. VM0042399_4

A classic hobo bag in grainy faux leather, 
simple bag with lock closure.

ALICE HOBO

SKU NO. VM0012396_4

A classic hobo bag in grainy faux leather, basic shape 
with interesting strap. This bag is perfect for a day use 
which can accommodate necessities.
 

AMY HOBO



VICTORIA BUCKET BAG
SKU NO : VM0022397_4

Description:
A draw string bucket bag is trendy and 
perfect for casual out going

Tan Pale Yellow Silver Baby Pink Scarlet Red Black



SKU NO. VM0062401_4

A hand held bag that is perfect for work,
bag can be expanded to fit more things for work.

ADRIANA BAG VICTORIA BUCKET BAG

SKU NO. VM0022397_4

A draw string bucket bag is trendy and 
perfect for casual out going.

SKU NO. VM0092404_4

Sling bag with proper handles to carry multi way.
removable shoulder strap and hanging tassel.

RUBY SLING

SKU NO. VM0102405_4

Mini sling bag with flap closure, chain strap is 
perfect for the evening look.

DIANA SLING

SKU NO. VM0112406_4

A mini backpack with zip closure  and front pocket, 
is classic and perfect for a day use.

GLORIA BACKPACK
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